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Jupiter joins Saturn in Aquarius - Change is in the AIR!
Within weeks of the final meeting in of Pluto, Jupiter, and Saturn in
Capricorn in December 2020 Here’s my 2020 Report to review this both
Jupiter & Saturn change sign into Aquarius and meet together on December
21st on the Vernal Equinox.
This announces a brand new 20-year Jupiter/Saturn cycle, in the
revolutionary sign of Aquarius to move us forward to the next stage of
personal and planetary evolution.

Here’s your 2021 Horoscopes

Here is some wonderful info about the Uluru Ceremony on Dec 21st so we can collectively meditate to share our
envisioned future, and take actions to build a new world, on this day and throughout 2021!
Jupiter spends 2021 in Aquarius and Saturn between 2021 & late 2023. Then Pluto also arrives in Aquarius in
2023 for the first time since 1777 in his 250 year cycle, where he stays until 2043! Pluto is one of the 3 outer
planets, along with Uranus and Neptune. They are known as “The Evolutionary Lords’ as it is these guys who do the
heavy lifting when it comes to major shifts in human & global affairs.
So it is also really important to note that they also change sign – Uranus into Gemini in 2025 – Neptune into Aries
also in 2025. It is very rare for them to all change sign so close together. By then Saturn will also be in Aries to
open his new 29 year cycle and this major new evolutionary era will be truly underway as planets in FIRE and AIR
unite their creative impulses!
Thus I see this Jupiter Saturn Aquarius seed year as opening a ‘corridor’ to lead us toward the bigger shifts on the
way from 2025.
The 12 Great Ages are an unfolding evolutionary sequence over 26,000 years known as The Great Year – the period
it takes our Sun from earth’s view to complete a circuit of our Milky Way galaxy. When we divide this by 12 then
each Great Age is approx. 2160 years. So there are two 1000 year Millenniums to each Age.
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It takes several hundred years to transition from one ‘Age’ to the next so since the discovery of Uranus in 1781, the
planet now associated with the inventive, progressive, inclusive Aquarian impulse, we have been ‘on the cusp’ of
this new age…as the old Pisces Age is drawing to a close. We have another 100 years or so to go before we are fully
immersed in this new cohesive magnetic field.
As we head into 2021 the combined force of Jupiter and Saturn in Aquarius - the two primary drivers of societal
activity , PLUS transformer Pluto in Aquarius by 2023 driving the deeper evolutionary impulse will bring us the first
pre-dawn glow of the true dawning of the Age of Aquarius!
Jupiter and Saturn meet every 20 years, but this time is uber rare as they
are moving into a fresh cycle of their story in AIR signs (previous cycle
was 1226), and over the coming decades will lead us to the true dawning
of The Age of Aquarius!
Thus in 2021 we are poised between the past and the future, as we
farewell a 220 year period of their meetings in the EARTH signs, which
has driven the intrinsic urge for owning and possessing and controlling
material world goodies. It’s all been about business and commerce and making money right? Aquarius opens a
completely new ‘magnetic field’ energy, where the instinctive urge for freedom and liberation will drive us to
reject old models and systems…and invent new ones. It’s the new order emerging from the old order breaking
down. Our keywords are inclusiveness, cohesion, co-operation & co-creation.
Indeed in 2021 AIR signs are extra prominent as communication planet Mercury does his three retrograde periods
in the AIR signs. The dates are Jan 30 to Feb 21 in Aquarius; - May 29 to June 22 in Gemini; - Sep 27 to Oct 18 in
Libra. At best these are periods when we can work on and work up our new ideas, connections with fab new
interesting people and groups…and life plans!
AIR rules communication, networking, technologies, breath, group connections, debate, ideas, and the flow &
spread of information. We’re moving in to a startling era where new technologies and revolutionary ideas will
bring warp speed changes so we must be willing to step up and embrace change as we let go of the past. It is time
to awaken your urge to invent, innovate, experiment, be original and unique. It is a year when we are ready ‘for
the ideas whose time has come’!!!
It is also the year when we must confront the old guard agendas to digitize our lives, and under the guise of the
Covid crisis further undermine civil liberties and the rights of the individual. It is the year when Humanism must
confront Transhumanism, where humans are used as a commodity for the sake of profit and at the expense of our
natural world. Get set folks our ‘peaceful revolution’ is on the way!!
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As for Jupiter and Saturn they are traditionally known as the “Great Karmic Lords”…or “lawmakers”. Jupiter who
brings us gifts and opportunities to expand our lives, and Saturn who brings us tests, reality checks and his gift of
commitment to build new forms. So yes they are polarized forces who can appear to sort of cancel each other
out…if you know what I mean. Jupiter is the visionary risk taker. Saturn sets goals and develops the plan!
However when they work together they are a formidable team as Jupiter opens new territory and then Saturn
helps us do the work to develop this. Get the idea? So at best they are a marvelous combination.
Jupiter’s cycle is 12 YEARS – previous cycles 1914 – 1926 – 1938 – 1949 – 1961- 1973 – 1985 – 1997 – 2009 2020
Saturn’s cycle is 28/29 YEARS – previous cycles 1903-05

1932-34 1962-64 1991-93

2020-22 next 2050-52

Their cycle together is 20 years and underpins the prevailing influences upon ‘the collective society’ over these 20
year periods. They are the Lords who underpin the ‘Zeitgeist of The Times.’
Jupiter will be in Aquarius for ONE year – all of 2021 – he does dip into the next sign Pisces between May & July.
Saturn will be in Aquarius for THREE years – until late 2023 – he did dip into Aqua between April to June 2020
when Covid brought us ‘social distancing’ and ‘we are all in this together’ – very Saturn in Aquarius keywords! The
general call with Aquarian energy is “to expect the unexpected!”
Aquarius is the AIR sign containing the impulse to invention, innovation and original ideas that dare to be different
from the conventional as they stimulate fresh change. It rules the connection to our ‘higher mind’ and quantum
source.
Upside Aqua -

quick, stimulating, clever, adaptable, groups, teams, social, stepping outside of boxes,

unconventional, urge for freedom, exciting, sudden shifts, bright ideas
Downside -

erratic, chaotic, restless, anxiety, anarchy, rebellion, ungrounded, rejection, alienation

Aquarius governs the ‘universal consciousness’ that ‘we are all one’ amidst an interconnected system of creation.
Spot on right?! Hence Aquarius is the sign of humanitarianism where the opposite sign Leo must send its’ creative
impulse to uplift and improve community and society. This meant to be the true purpose of our leaders of society.
This is why Aquarius is associated with ‘Politics’ and Leo the political leaders, and why we will see a whole new
type of leader emerge over coming years.
So, Jupiter PLUS Saturn heading into Aquarius will launch a new phase of reform and change collectively, with an
increase in ‘civil disobedience’ and activism in response to the growing authoritarianism. He will bring a shift away
from traditional business/government to a society that’s principled and based on sound values. It’s about freedom,
people power, and grass roots movements, rather than entitlement and elite rule. This is the utopian ‘ideal’ but as
we shall see there is another side to Aquarius that may contain a more dystopian set of possibilities.
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Aquarius is ruled by the modern planet Uranus - the God of Chaos who ‘gives birth to
new archetypes’ to stimulate the constant process of creation as old Saturn forms and
structures outlive their usefulness.
Thus his process brings us revolutions and periods of upheaval as the old order resists
the Aquarian impulse, and the first three months of 2021 may indeed contain this
process. But in due course the ‘new impulse’ filters through into the collective and things
settle down, which should also be the case by May.
Just be aware that physically Aquarius governs the ‘electrical nervous system’, so we’ll need lots of calming
practices to manage anxiety and time out from IT & social media to rest and reflect and dream.
The New Moon on February 11th contains a bobby dazzler set of planets in Aquarius with Sun Moon Mercury
Venus Jupiter Saturn ALL in Aquarius! The last time we had this much Aquarian energy was in Feb 1962 during the
exciting period of the J. F. Kennedy Presidency as a powerful new wave of technology was unleashed to drive social
and economic development onwards.
This was also the beginning of the 145 year Uranus Pluto cycle as they came together between 1962 to 1967 that
birthed the ‘revolutionary 60’s’.
So here’s to this brilliant fresh spark of Aquarian light bringing us faith that humanity can create a future worth
living! We must unite as conscious and responsible communities that are willing to work together to benefit the
collective rather than just a few individuals. This is unlikely to bring the change we all want overnight. And yet, it
does offer hope that things will start moving in the right direction.
“2021 will see the archetypal battle between control versus freedom continued and most likely intensified. The
challenge will be to know when to conform and when to push against too many restrictions while insisting on our
rights to make our own choices. Be ready to change and accept where you cannot!” Wise words from my dear
friend and colleague Tina Mews

Jupiter and Saturn square Uranus in Taurus and ‘The Great Financial Reset’
The challenging aspect between these guys contains the main ‘theme’ or signature underpinning the big shifts on
the way in 2021. So we have the Aquarian ‘fresh new horizons duo’ inciting freedom and change, coming up
against change agent Uranus in Taurus – the sign of nature and resources and…money!!
Uranus is also the ‘ruler’ of Aquarius and he has been in Taurus since 2018 until 2025 where his job is to
revolutionize and reinvent our natural world…and our financial systems. Here’s my full article

Here’s your 2021 Horoscopes
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So yes folks 2021 is the year when “The Great Economic Reset” is on the way! Our main focus is the Saturn/Uranus
story as Jupiter only squares Uranus once on January 17th – this may be a major announcement or big sudden stock
or money market move. This is in play during the 2021 USA Presidential Inauguration…interesting!
Then comes the three passes of Saturn/Uranus on February 17th, June 14th, and December 24th and these are
the timings that will trigger the major moves. So how amazing is the timing of The World Economic Forum
hosting “The Great Reset” meeting between Feb 17th and 24th! I mean do these guys have Astrologers or what?
BTW I am not expecting you to ‘believe’ everything presented here as I am just the messenger sharing information.
I am not going to debate whether Covid is a ‘Plandemic’, or nature just did her thing to demand our attention, but
it sure seems to offer perfect timing for the long term plan for a United World System.
‘We shall have World Government, whether or not we like it. The only question is whether World Government will
be achieved by conquest or consent.’

Paul Warburg, Council on Foreign Relations and Architect of the

Federal Reserve System: Feb 17, 1950 in an address to the U.S. Senate.
“The big question is - Equality for All or Big Brother? We are about to find out. What kind of consciousness
underpins the global economic philosophy of our Brave New One Government World? If it is more of the same we
are in big trouble. If on the other hand, a new financial system can be agreed upon and implemented that restores
a gold backed set of fiat currencies of similar value, we may be able to return our world to a sustainable production
based set of economies. This new system must eliminate the debt slavery model of the decades since the
introduction of the credit system. If a ‘debt forgiveness’ program is also implemented, so millions of people in every
nation do not lose their homes, the road to recovery and prosperity would be an immediate outcome.
We must be more aware of our choices about we make our money and where we put it, and to lobby our
governments both as individuals and in groups with questions as to their moral responsibility over the economic
choices they make in these revolutionary times.”

Excerpt from my ’12 System Program’

The Aquarian ‘group think’ can indeed swing both ways as we are now at the threshold of the potential for
enormous awakening toward a healthy consciousness that drives the rather Utopian ideals of freedom of
individual rights, justice, and fairness for all. And it can also swing us toward a more Dystopian future with ever
greater loss of individual freedoms, mass surveillance & a digital cashless banking system.
OK another historical feature of Saturn forming its 45-year waning square aspect to Uranus brings us recessions/
depressions. The last time between 1975 to 1977 was a recession when a period of economic stagnation in much
of the Western World put an end to the overall post WWII economic expansion.
The previous cycle in 1930 to 1932 brought us ‘The Great Depression’.
In the wise words of my colleague financial astrologer Raymond Merriman www.mmacycles.com
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“The economy and financial markets went through wild gyrations and people lost money and many
businesses went bankrupt. But the economy and the markets came back, despite the prevailing fear at the time
that they would crash and never recover, and despite the proclamations of anarchists that this was the end of
America, democracy, and capitalism. It’s a long-term cycle (Saturn/Pluto, Jupiter/Saturn, Saturn/Uranus) and we
are right in the middle of it. We have to recognize or remember that in these kinds of cycles, inventions and new
ideas often lead the way into a new era of prosperity. This is a new era we are entering. Figure out what will be the
opportunities of this new era. Better yet, invent them.”
As the global social and financial implications of Covid continue to unfold it is wise to conserve your resources, buy
some Gold if you have not already, and join with your friends and community to support the needy and
vulnerable…and get smart as you re-invent your life with clever new ideas and solutions that not only uplift your
life but also are part of the new consciousness that serves ‘the greater good’!
Here is another commentary from a financial advisor chap I follow James Rickards
A great economic reset is coming, but it may not be the one you expect – Jim Rickards
You’ve probably heard a lot of commentary and forecasts about a global economic ‘reset’. In fact, I’ve used that
expression frequently in my own newsletters, as have other analysts.
The term ‘reset’ is typically used in reference to confidence in the dollar. As that confidence is eroded due to Fed
money printing and congressional super-deficits, investors gradually look for alternative stores of wealth including
gold. These trends begin slowly and then gather momentum. As the dollar price of gold begins to soar, investors
take notice. Even more people invest in gold, driving the price still higher.
Investors like to say that the price of gold is going up. But what is really happening is that the value of the dollar is
going down (it takes more dollars to buy the same amount of gold). This is the real inflation and the real dollar
collapse most investors miss at the early stages.
Eventually, confidence in the dollar is lost completely, central bankers need to restore confidence, and they turn to
some type of gold standard to do so. That’s the reset. Now, as described in this article, the term reset is being used
in quite a different way. The World Economic Forum (sponsor of the ‘Davos’ conference in Switzerland every
January) has decided to devote their January 2021 conference to the great reset.
This will be a globalist reset. The people and institutions behind it are Al Gore, the United Nations, the IMF, and
CEOs of major globalist firms. They are promoting what they call greater ‘equity’ and ‘fairness’. That’s elite code for
transferring wealth from developed-market economies to developing economies, many of which are quite corrupt.
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It’s also code for the climate change agenda and new ‘social contracts’ in areas such as education, labor regulation,
and world taxation.
A new form of world money controlled by the IMF will not be far behind. This reset will be the end of capitalism and
personal freedom and the beginning of an elite top-down system that taxes your wealth and limits your
opportunities. The elites are using the COVID-19 pandemic as a cover for pushing an extreme agenda. They are
pushing fear. When people are fearful, they are more open to radical change without fully understanding what
those changes mean. As the globalist Rahm Emanuel once said, ‘ Never let a good crisis go to waste.’
And here are 2 more interesting pieces. I am not saying I completely agree with these 2 views, however after my
decades of research and studying the One world Government Agendas they may be very close to the mark.

Ray Dalio – American Hedge fund Manager – interesting as he talks about cycles & he is not an Astrologer
Fascinating interview with Catherine Austin Fitts on Planet Lockdown – awesome coverage of how the
different control systems work together – has had 1.7M views

Aquarius and Technology
Aquarius rules the ideas and inventions that re-invent our world and drive us toward the future. His discovery in
1781 coincided with the discovery of electricity and the technologies that would go on to power the Industrial Age.
Every time Saturn passes through Aquarius every 28/29 years a new wave of technology arrives to power the next
wave of human evolution.
But it was only last year I learnt there is a ‘Technocracy Movement’ that was founded in the early 1930s when
Uranus was in Aries, which is beyond political agendas and simply believes the world should be run by scientists!
Indeed if we note that the richest most powerful people on the planet these days are the ‘technocrats’ it is no
surprise that this ‘movement’ has been alive and well and driving the agendas that have brought us to now. Here is
a fascinating discussion with economic and political commentator since the 1970s Patrick M. Wood - Technocracy:
The Hard Road to World Order - well worth a listen.
So let’s get back to the Jupiter Saturn in Aquarius story…
Long Term 800-year Jupiter/Saturn Cycles are Amazing…
Now here’s another fabulous piece of astro cycle data revealing the longer-term cycles of these two “social
planets” over their major 800-year cycle! This is broken up into FOUR periods of approx. 200 years in each
element. These “Grand Mutation” cycles underpin the very nature of society’s focus during these approximate
200-year periods.
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We are now completing 220 years in Earth signs beginning in 1802 in Virgo and continuing through Earth signs
every 20 years in the even numbered decades, hence the primary focus over the past 200 years has been on
money/resources/wealth/controlling/owning/security.
We had a big hint of the Air cycle on the way now with the conjunction of Jupiter/Saturn in Libra in 1980, setting
the tone for social and human rights over the next 20 years, but then we had a final blast of the earth cycle with
the May 2000 conjunction in Taurus. This is how planet cycles operate, as they step into a new sign/element and
then retrograde back one more time to complete the old cycle, before full arrival into the new cycle…kind of like
the retrograde motion principle.
For the first time since 1226 we are about to begin a new 200-year
cycle of these conjunctions in Air Signs.
That’s the Cosmic story line. The storyline that correlates to current
cycles in human activity is that this portends a monumental “new
era.” Jupiter and Saturn leaving Capricorn, sign of the “past,” and
moving into Aquarius, sign of the “future,” inspires a new,
revolutionary approach to all major areas of the human experience, from collective psychology to politics,
economics, and relationships.
Back in 1226 there was an enlightened King by the name of Alfonso of Castile who revolutionized his time by
bringing together the ‘books’ or teachings of the Christians & Jews & Muslims to create one Universal Law and
judicial system. He was known as ‘the wise one’ whose central tenant was ‘one world people language’, and the
creation of the Castilian language went on to become Spanish. His ‘seeding’ of ‘universal principles’ is totally
Aquarian.
Here is a great article from The Oxford Astrologer on the history of the Jupiter Saturn Cycle and the historical
background as they move through the FOUR ELEMENTS.
From 2021, the very nature of our primary collective focus will begin to shift to a completely new set of values,
urges and drives. Whereas we’ve been driven by insecurity and ownership and defense of resources over the past
200 years, the Air principles of sharing knowledge and ideas, inventiveness, people’s rights, originality, fairness,
and equality take us to a whole new level of human evolution…and not before time!
Physically our energies move from the dense earth magnetisms that are attracted to meat and sugar, to the air
magnetism which is not very ‘foodie’ at all and may have trouble remembering to eat! As Aquarius rules the
central nervous system, our challenge will be to actually eat well and stay calm and focused!
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Aquarian objectivity and detachment will replace the emotional
insecurities of our current era passing away, as whereas it’s been
all about owning things/houses/people I suspect it will be a great
relief to not want to own so much stuff! The progressive humanistic ideals of Aquarius was first released in the
1780s when Uranus was discovered, bringing us The Age of Enlightenment & The French Revolution against the
ruling elite, are now finally set for a fresh new wave into our collective. Yay!
I also suspect we’re in for further desire for breaking away from centralized government and failed banking
systems as Uranus in Taurus forms the challenging square to Jupiter/Saturn in Aqua in 2021. Bye bye old economic
and political models and hello return to individual groups and communities taking responsibility for their own
innovation into healthy economies and outcomes.
Yes, folks we finally get to become ‘The Jetsons’…the much-loved
family from the iconic series released in September 1962 right at the
beginning of the revolutionary 145 year Uranus/Pluto conjunction
and with Saturn in Aquarius…gotta luv Astrology!
There’s lots of fear these days that the robot economy will displace
millions of workers in the near future. But what about the new
industries that will spring up to produce sustainable goods and
services? We must focus on this!!! - and get in early and start
innovating our possibilities beyond our current ‘box’.
Architecture and engineering are in for a fabulous period of innovation with cities in the sky, high-speed air, and
land travel, and yes robots becoming part of everyday life.
Apparently, by around 2028 we’ll be able to upload our brain to a cloud file and download features we’d like to
have! If you want to learn French you just check in and have it downloaded…cool. However of course it is not cool
in the sense that we’re going to need a great deal of responsibility to use and manage all this stuff. The rate of
change will accelerate so quickly that artificial intelligence AI, genetic engineering and robotics will amalgamate
into a completely new revolutionary phase of human possibilities!
The technology for brain implants has been gathering pace over the last few years and can indeed have wonderful
outcomes for treatment of epilepsy and electrical brain disorders, and the ability to attach prosthetic limbs to
motor neuron processes. As ever there’s an upside and a potential downside to all the amazing new techno
goodies. Here’s a piece about Elon Musk making microchips to link your brain to your smartphone!
And this about the ethical concerns of implanting brain chips
And here’s a few paras I wrote way back in 2011 in my 12 System Book that is beginning to come to pass…
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“The other feature that may be introduced into widespread use is the ‘V Chip’ or ‘radio-frequency identification
(RFID) - an automatic identification method, relying on storing and remotely retrieving data using devices called
RFID tags or transponders. An RFID tag is an object that can be applied to or incorporated into a product, animal, or
person for the purpose of identification using radio waves. These are already being introduced in the US so people
can transact in the credit system without physical cards.
It is like having your bank account on a microchip inside your arm! Back in the 70’s we first heard the term ‘cashless
society’ and the ‘powers that be’ have been working toward this goal ever since. It looks like we aren’t far away
from this as an outcome. So in the future will we need money at all? And what are the implications for us
personally? Can it be that we will not be able to buy bread and milk at the local store if we don’t have a
transponder in our arm?” Author
Personally, I have huge resistance to the smart appliances and online banking & purchasing on my phone or watch!
Beam me up Scottie…
I was just 8 years old when ‘Star Trek’ arrived in my world in 1963 and little Aquarian me instantly fell in love with
Captain Kirk and his fabulous band of ‘galactics’. Yes, both The Jetsons and Star Trek were a response from the
collective psyche from Saturn in Aquarius in 1962/3/4 to light the visionary fires of the future. His next visit in
1991/2/3 brought us the www and accompanying technologies that morphed us into a whole new collective
‘interconnectivity’.
As we head into the next cycle between 2021 and late 2023 the four Space superpowers USA China Russia & India
are gearing up to exploit resources from our Moon & the Asteroids, they are joined by the Space Cowboy
Entrepreneurs in what is already becoming a “Space Race Extraordinaire”! We are talking space profits from
commercial mining in the TRILLIONS of $ over the next 2 decades so yes money inspires and rockets fly!
Scroll on for my Aquarian Frontiers article…
Personally, I’m loving that Astrology will finally become accepted once more after nearly a thousand years doing its
thing in the background, while we passed through the big dark age of the 1000s stumbling around in the dark!
I’m also thinking of the great 5,000-year cycle from early Egyptian times when the study of the heavens gave birth
to Astrology as the greatest Science of all. As Above So Below.

If you would like to make a donation toward this article and my monthly newsletters, I am very grateful to you.
Thank you so much and I wish you peace and love in your life in 2021

Here’s your 2021 Horoscopes
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On that note, I am excited to invite you to join my Universal Astrology E-learning Course. It contains
the sum total of my 30+ years of knowledge & experience incorporating Astrology & Soul Centered
Emotional Healing Models…with webinars & lots of recordings!

Aquarian Frontiers

I wrote this in late 2019
As Jupiter joins Saturn on Dec 20th, 2020 to open their 20-year cycle in
Aquarius PLUS Pluto heads into Aquarius from March 2023 for his 20year sojourn we enter a brand-new era driven by the incoming “Space
Economy”.
As the four Space superpowers USA China Russia & India are gearing up
to exploit resources from our Moon & the Asteroids, they are joined by

the Space Entrepreneurs in what is already becoming a “Space Race Extraordinaire”! We are talking space profits
from commercial mining in the TRILLIONS of $ over the next 2 decades so yes money inspires and rockets fly!
As at 2019 China is ahead of the USA’s NASA program as China landed their Moon probe on the far side of the
Moon on Jan 3rd 2019. This is seen as symbolically and politically significant as they are the first to place a satellite
beyond the south pole of the Moon, boosting Xi and his China Dream to take China forward as the most advanced
space nation by 2045. China sees the Moon as a valuable staging base for onward to Mars & then the asteroid belt
for commercial mining of precious rare earth materials such as Helium3 to power ‘safe’ nuclear fusion programs
for long term energy needs.
This has jolted Trump to restart the USA Moon program creating a new ‘space race’, which is so much more
complex than late 60s with China and India now competing. They intend to send humans back to the Moon in 2024
to counter challenges from others and reclaim their dominance in space. However, the US does not have a longterm vision as do the Chinese who plan to:
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1.

Establish capability to mine thorium & titanium to establish a long-term presence. They see no point in
sending humans now as can’t sustain them so will create a robot colony with 3d printing. They don’t plan
to send to send people to the Moon until 2036.

2.

Use lunar resources to build space technology to power lunar base with solar power.

3.

Deep space exploration and exploitation.

NASA’s space program beyond the Moon and on to Mars is not so specific, and also carries the risk of non-stable
political and thus financial support. There are also the competing interests of private commercial suppliers versus
NASA whose own SLS ‘space launch system’ will cost 1B$ per launch versus Elon Musk’s SPACEX reusable rockets
costing a mere $50M each launch!
There’s lots of politics in the US over this as NASA is running way over budget, but Republican Trump won’t
support Musk SPACEX or Bezos’ Space Origin as their companies are based in the Democratic state of California,
even though they are much more cost effective. Musk claims to be able to deliver his re-useable ‘star ship super
heavy launch vehicle’ in the next 3 years. Also, if the US changes plans to the Mars first approach this will put back
plans until late 2030s.
The other big deal in our fresh race for space is also military of course. India’s space program began in 1980 with
their first launch and now has sent probes to the Moon and an ‘orbiter’ to Mars. Recently they have moved from a
‘passive position’ with the launch of their anti-satellite weapon called Shakti. They are taking Chinese weapon
capability very seriously with the establishment of the Indian Defense Space Agency in 2018.
In terms of a large vision space program Russia is not in the running, however they are developing 2 anti-satellite
weapon systems, challenging the US for access to space systems. This gives rise to what is described as a ‘Space
Pearl Harbor’ as US satellites are currently undefended making them an easy target for China to start a ‘space
war’!
The US is however developing orbital ASATS anti-satellite weapons to counter cyber-attack on their satellites. So
yes, the powers that be are taking their hideous war agendas onward and upward. Bring on the vision of an
egalitarian Aquarian co-operative world please!!
So, what about the ethical issues that arise from the Corporatization of space? Do we follow where it leads us, or
do we try to create a vision for the benefit of all? There is a ‘Code of Conduct’ for outer space activities protecting
common areas or unownable areas and including laws on sovereignty in space. It states that outer space belongs
to all peoples on earth thus no-one can claim territory on the Moon, or any celestial bodies and any profits made
from outer space must be distributed amongst all peoples.
The USA passed domestic legislations to counteract this in the ‘2015 Asteroid Act’ to allow US companies to make
a profit! China is also saying while you can’t claim territory the treaty does not limit utilization of resources.
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Luxemburg is the first country to establish legislation allowing global companies to ‘incorporate’ there to allow
them to ‘own’ profits from their space business. China signed up under their Belt & Road initiative for Deep Space
exploration to establish their own zone of non -interference on Moon!
This is very concerning in light of their current moves in Antarctica that threaten the Antarctic Treaty System . So,
as we head into our fresh Aquarian frontiers these matters will become daily news items as the superpowers and
private commercial operators vie for profit and military control.
So onward to the charts of interest for this discussion. The First Space Flight is courtesy of Nicolas Campion in his
Book of World Horoscopes.
Uranus in Aries 2011-2018 drove the entrepreneurs &
technology that has inspired the ‘new space race’. Pluto
in Cap has been squaring Venus & Sun in Aries since Feb
2018 accelerating the new programs I’ve mentioned.
Will be cool to see what unfolds when Saturn arrives
here in May 2025. Then Neptune in 2034
We have a Jupiter return in Aquarius in Jan 2021 closely
followed by Saturn conjunct the same month. So, bells &
whistles begin in 2021.
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Fascinating to see that Mr. Amazon’s Moon is smack bang on the Galactic Centre @ 28 deg Sag! Pluto heading
through Capricorn since 2008 has driven both his Amazon success plus his space ambitions, which are indeed
driven by his fab Venus Saturn conjunction in Aquarius.
Lots of action for him once Jupiter and then Saturn cross these in 2021 & 2022, and Pluto joins his Mars in Cap in
2023 and his Aquarian planets through the 2030s.
Jeff Bezos has a vision of space colonies & wants to send manufacturing to the Moon as he worries Earth may not
be safe in decades to come as global warming increases. Blue Origin is the love of his life & he’s selling his Amazon
stocks to fund his reusable technology. His ‘Blue Moon lander’ will be ready by 2023 well ahead of NASA.

Low and behold Musk also has Saturn and Venus in Air this time in Gemini plus Mars in Aquarius on Bezos’ Saturn.
Check those 6 planets/points in Gemini in SpaceX and Moon Pisces same degree as FSF chart exactly! Again, lots of
action in 2021/2 plus Pluto through Aquarius.
Elon Musk and his SpaceX has similar vision with a goal of a city on Mars by 2071 of 1M people. Both are very
secretive and quiet about their technology, although Musk unveiled his Starship prototype on Oct 2nd 2019.
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Richard also with Venus in Gemini trine Neptune & Mars in Libra. All these guys have BIG AIR ingredients! Note Sun
Mars Jupiter in Libra in Galactic chart, which will also get big kicks from Jupiter/Saturn in Aquarius followed by
Pluto 2023 to 2043. He will no doubt be the king of Space Tourism.
Here’s some material from a fascinating lady named Namrata Goswami who has inspired much of my impetus for
this article.
In Conclusion
Since the discovery of Uranus in 1781 ushering in the age of technology and the Enlightenment ideals that have
become the essence of the incoming Aquarian age our civilization has been unconsciously reaching upward to the
stars from which we came. As an Aquarian I was in love with Captain Kirk on his starship enterprise in the mid-60s
when we first headed out beyond our beautiful planet toward our future destiny. My prayer is for conscious use of
the fascinating and empowering technologies we are about to unleash over the next 2 decades. Peace and love to
us all from Maggie. Oct 2019
Update in December 2020
There have been many significant ‘space race’ events during 2020 including China planting their flag on the Moon,
and Musk’s continuing his tests of reusable rockets, so far with $billion disastrous results but hey if you just made
billions during Covid then you can afford it right? Anyway stay tuned for 2021/22!

Here’s your 2021 Horoscopes
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Maggie Kerr (AAT. APA. Dip. Couns.) is a leading Australian
Astrologer who has worked as a Counsellor, Teacher, Author
and Presenter for the past 35 years.
She has trained in the fields of Psychology, Psychotherapy,
Astrology, Metaphysics, Philosophy, Mythology, Energy
Healing, Past Life Therapy, Humanism and Ancient
Teachings.
Her unique blend of these subjects offers in-depth understanding of “the big picture” in human history and social
affairs, and our personal life purpose and challenges.
Maggie has been a pioneer in developing tools and techniques to identify and change limiting unconscious
patterns, to enable our full creative power so we may work with our Soul essence.
In her ‘spare time’ she researches historical global and cosmic cycles to offer her insights as a social commentator.
She has a beautiful daughter and son-in-law and gorgeous grandson and lives with her best mate Ziggy the cat on
the Gold Coast in Oz.
www.universalastrology.com.au to book personal sessions and sign up for her free newsletters.

If you would like to make a donation toward this article and my monthly newsletters, I am very grateful to you.
Thank you so much and I wish you peace and love in your life in 2021

I am excited to invite you to join my Universal Astrology E-learning Course. It contains the sum total of
my 30+ years of knowledge & experience incorporating Astrology & Soul Centered Emotional Healing
Models…with webinars & lots of recordings!
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